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TIMELINE OF AVENGER HISTORY
Editing and Compilation By Alex Rosenzweig
This timeline covers all events in the history of the starship U.S.S. Avenger. References will establish sources. This timeline shall be used as
an aid in developing Avenger Fiction.
(All Years--Old Earth Calendar)
2252 (February):
The Avenger is commissioned as a Surya-class frigate. [Ships of the Star Fleet, Modified]
2252 (March):
Captain Robert Wesley assumes command of FR 1860 Avenger and begins a 4-year mission. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/
Timeline]
2252 (April):
The Avenger reaches the Romulan Neutral Zone and begins patrol. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2255 (September):
After repeated mobilizations and following the First Battle of Axanar, the UFP reluctantly declares war on the Klingon Empire. [FASA/
“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2255 (September-October):
The Avenger remains on station near the Romulan Neutral Zone, to deter the Romulans from joining the Klingons in attacking Federation space. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2256 (Month Uncertain):
FR 1860 Avenger, under the command of Capt. Robert Wesley, escorts the Independence-class freighter U.S.S. Justice to the Beta
Miranda system. The Justice carries a refugee population from the devastated world of New Beginnings. Unable to return home, the
refugees settle on the fifth planet and began assimilating the extant colonists. A few colonists resisted the intrusion, and formed a faction
against the New Beginners, leading to the "Beginner's War." The Justice remained on station around Beta Miranda V as the only Star Fleet
asset, unable to intervene in the civil war, as all other Federation ships are deployed in actions against the Klingons or in support of those
actions. ["Doing Justice to the Name: Part One"]
2256 (September):
The Avenger is ordered to Starbase 15 to undergo standard repairs. This concludes the first 4-year mission. [“Early History of the
U.S.S. Avenger”]
2256 (October):
Repairs complete, the Avenger begins its second 4-year mission. The ship rendezvouses with a small task force headed by Fleet
Captain Garth of Izar. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2259 (January):
The Avenger, along with CH 1700 Constitution, CH 1724 Saratoga, and FR 1863 Illustrious (with Fleet Captain Garth in command of
the task force), surprises the Klingon strategic reserve near the Klingon base Veska. The Avenger destroys the command vessel, and the
strategic reserve is routed. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2259 (May):
The Avenger is on hand for the Axanar Peace Mission. Captain Wesley averts disaster when he disables a renegade Klingon cruiser
which attempts to sabotage the summit. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2259 (June):
The Four Years’ War ends. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2259 (August):
The Avenger returns to Earth for repairs and overhauls. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2260 (January):
The Avenger begins its third 4-year mission, returning to the Klingon frontier to support the upcoming Axanar Cultural Mission.
[“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2260 (November):
Preliminary hearings begin concerning discrepancies aboard the ships of Task Force Constitution. [“Early History of the U.S.S.
Avenger”]
2261 (March):
Commander Melissa Sturdevant is transferred to the Avenger to replace Executive Officer Nathan Michener, who has been implicated
in the hearings on the Aramis Incident. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2261 (August):
Initial hearings on the Aramis Incident conclude. Several Star Fleet Intelligence officers involved in the interrogation of Klingon Admiral
Komex aboard the Aramis are convicted of wrongful misconduct in time of war, and are stripped of their ranks and titles. Star Fleet Com-
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mand orders Fleet Captain Garth, still commanding CH 1700 Constitution, to return to Earth for questioning. Garth ignores the orders and
heads for the Antos System. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2261 (September):
The Avenger is ordered to pursue the Constitution.
The U.S.S. Constitution reaches Antos IV. Garth’s shuttlecraft crash-lands on the planet. Garth is rescued by the Antosians. [“Whom
Gods Destroy”/ “Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2261 (October):
Healed by the Antosians, Garth returns to the Constitution. [“Whom Gods Destroy”/ “Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
After receiving information on the Constitution’s location leaked to Star Fleet by a crewmember on the ship, the Avenger reaches
Antos IV. After a brief stand-off, Fleet Captain Garth is relieved of command. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2262 (March):
The Aramis Trials conclude. Fleet Captain Garth is convicted of numerous offenses and is sentenced first to an orbital mental hospital,
and later to the facility on Elba II. Commander Nathan Michener, ordered to return to the Avenger after being reprimanded for his role in
the Aramis Incident, requests not to return. Captain Wesley and the rest of the Avenger’s crew are fully exonerated. [“Early History of
the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2262 (April):
Captain Robert Wesley is promoted to the rank of Commodore and is transferred to Star Fleet Command’s Tactical Operations Headquarters (TacFleet HQ). Commander Melissa Sturdevant is promoted to Captain and assigned to command FR 1860 Avenger. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2263 (September):
The Avenger concludes its third 4-year mission and returns to Earth. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2264 (January):
The Avenger begins its fourth 4-year mission, patrolling the inter-Federation Space Lanes of Communication. [“Early History of the
U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2264 (December)-2265 (January):
An attempted coup d’etat on the Yogyakarta Baru Colony results in the evacuation of the colony administrators and their families, including the Sastrowardoyo family. One of the Star Fleet vessels aiding in the evacuation is the Surya-class frigate Avenger, commanded by
Captain Melissa Sturdevant. [Shadowstar Timeline/“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline/ "Time, See What's Become of Me?"]
The Command Staff at this time is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Captain Melissa J. Sturdevant
Executive Officer: Commander Philip Francis Reichardt
Second Officer/Chief of Communications: Lt. Commander Douglas Tancred Shepherd III
Chief Science Officer: Lt. Commander Barbara Devereaux
Chief Medical Officer: Lt. Commander T’Raav
Chief Navigator: Lieutenant Hiro Takeda
Chief Helmsman: Lieutenant Michael Engelking
Chief Engineer: Lt. Commander Marie-José Betancourt
Assistant Chief Engineer: Lieutenant Thral
Chief of Security: Lieutenant David Paris
[“Time, See What’s Become of Me”]
2267 (October):
The Avenger concludes its fourth 4-year mission and returns to Earth. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2268 (January):
The U.S.S. Avenger begins its fifth 4-year mission. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2270 (February):
The Avenger is redeployed to the Romulan Neutral Zone, near Cestus III. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2271 (November):
The Avenger ends its fifth 4-year mission and returns to Earth. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2271 (December):
Melissa Sturdevant is promoted to the rank of Fleet Captain. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2272 (January):
Fleet Captain Sturdevant relinquishes command of the Avenger to the Executive Officer, Commander Raymond Jellicho. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2272 (February):
The Avenger’s crew is granted six months of extended shore leave. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2272 (March):
Commander Jellicho and Lt. Commander P’Tak Thalazar supervise the installation of diagnostic equipment aboard the Avenger to
study the prospects for a new-technology refit of the Surya-class. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2272 (July):
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Jellicho is promoted to Captain and Thalazar to Commander, and they are assigned as CO and XO of the Avenger. [“Early History of
the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2272 (August):
The U.S.S. Avenger begins its sixth 4-year mission. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2272 (September):
The crew of the Avenger conducts testing to see if a new technology refit of the Surya-clas is feasible. [“Early History of the U.S.S.
Avenger”/Timeline]
2273 (December?):
The “V-ger Incident” brings the crew of CH 1701 Enterprise back together under the leadership of Rear Admiral James Kirk. Following
the successful elimination of the threat to Earth--and the loss of Captain Willard Decker--the Enterprise is recommissioned as the first Enterprise-subclass heavy cruiser and begins a new 5-year mission under Kirk’s command. [“Star Trek: The Motion Picture”]
2275 (October):
Testing aboard the Avenger is completed, and considered a success. The sixth 4-year mission is completed. [“Early History of the
U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2275 (November):
The Avenger returns to Earth for standard repairs. Captain Jellicho relinquishes command. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/
Timeline]
2275 (December):
The Avenger is placed in drydock at the San Francisco Yards to begin its refit to the new technology standard. [“Early History of the
U.S.S. Avenger”]
2277 (November):
Refit of the Avenger is completed. As the first Surya-class vessel to undergo refit, it becomes the lead ship of the Avenger-class. It is
one of three vessels refitted to the Wright-Corder design specifications. [Ships of the Star Fleet, Modified]
P’Tak Thalazar is promoted to Captain and given command of FH 1860 Avenger. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2277 (December):
The Avenger begins a two-year extended shakedown cruise, testing for design flaws in the new technology refit, testing the WrightCorder engine nacelle layout, and supplying Federation colonies located in The Triangle. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2278 (March):
Avenger escorts Star Fleet Intelligence vessels out of Romulan space upon their return from the covert missions of Project Grey
Ghost. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2279 (August):
The Avenger returns to Earth for standard repairs. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2280 (January):
The U.S.S. Avenger sets out on its seventh 4-year mission. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”]
2284 (September):
Captain Thalazar, as an alternative to retirement from Star Fleet, is offered reassignment to Project Excelsior upon the Avenger’s
return to Earth. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2284 (November):
Funds are approved for the refit of the Avenger to the class standard configuration. [“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
The bulk of the Avenger’s crew submit requests for transfer, and are given a number of different assignments. [“Early History of the
U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2285 (January-June):
The Avenger is again refitted, limiting its fighter complement and upgrading its scientific/exploratory capabilities, including extending
the standard mission duration from four to five years. During this refit, its external configuration is altered to the class standard.
[Federation Reference Series, Volume 1; Avenger News #22, p. 2/“Early History of the U.S.S. Avenger”/Timeline]
2285 (June):
The Avenger is returned to duty, beginning a 5-year mission. A number of the crew, including most of the senior staff, have transferred from CH 1700 Constitution. The Command Staff is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Commodore Alex Rosenzweig
Executive Officer/Chief Medical Officer: Commander Matthew Cohen
Chief Science Officer: Commander Jonathan Lane
Chief of Operations: Commander Ken Newman
Chief Engineer: Lt. Commander Nicolas Cook
Chief of Communications: Captain Bob Vosseller
Chief of Security: Captain Karl Roussell
[Avenger Personnel Roster--8510]
2286 (March-April):
FH 1864 U.S.S. Reliant discovers Khan Noonien Singh on Ceti Alpha V, sparking the “Genesis Incident”. Genesis is detonated in the
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Mutara Nebula and Captain Spock is killed saving CH 1701 Enterprise. The ship returns to Earth, where its decommissioning is announced.
Ambassador Sarek tells Rear Admiral Kirk of a way to save Spock. Kirk and the top Enterprise officers steal the ship and return to Genesis,
where they meet a Klingon bird of prey. The Enterprise is destroyed, the Klingon ship is captured, and Spock’s body is returned to Vulcan,
where the fal-tor-pan is performed, reuniting his katra and his body. [“Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan”; “Star Trek III: The Search For
Spock”]
2286 (April):
Captain Karl Roussell resigns his Star Fleet commission. He is succeeded as Chief of Security by Commander Tom Wilson. [Avenger
News #20]
2286:
The Avenger and FH 1881 U.S.S. Alacrity defeat the starships CH 1702 Farragut and CH 1722 El Dorado by substantial margins at
the renowned “Balikatan” war games. [Ships of the Star Fleet]
2286:
The Avenger, FR 1949 U.S.S. Thach, and FR 1953 U.S.S. Ability defeat a group of Klingon vessels at Pelarsk [Ships of the Star Fleet,
Vol. 2/No. 1]
2286 (June-July):
The arrival of an alien probe at Earth sparks the “Cetacean Incident”, in which the Enterprise officers go back in time to bring a pair of
humpback whales to the 23rd Century, when the species has become extinct, in order that they communicate with the probe. After this
success, the crew (except Rear Admiral Kirk) are exonerated of their earlier crimes, and Kirk is demoted to Captain. The U.S.S. Ti-Ho is
formally renamed Enterprise and renumbered NCC-1701-A, and the crew is assigned for another mission. [“Star Trek IV: The Voyage
Home”]
2286 (August):
The shuttlecraft Aiya is renamed Norzan by the crew. [Avenger News #20]
2286 (Late):
The Avenger is attacked by a rogue Kzinti police cruiser carrying stolen heavy weapons. When the Chief Tactical Officer is killed, Lieutenant Gary Wells assumes the weapons station. The Avenger destroys the Kzinti vessel. [Personnel File--Gary Wells]
2287 (January):
Following a problem-plagued shakedown cruise, CH 1701-A Enterprise is called into service to defuse a hostage situation on Nimbus III.
Hijacked by the renegade Vulcan Sybok, the ship is taken beyond the so-called Great Barrier in the direction of the galactic center, in
search of what Sybok claims is God. Reaching a planet which Sybok claims is Sha-Ka-Ree, the ship encounters an alien being. Refused
transport, the alien becomes hostile, and is destroyed by the Enterprise and a Klingon bird of prey which had followed the Enterprise.
[“Star Trek V: The Final Frontier”]
2287 (Early):
The Avenger accompanies FF 3201 Daran and CH 1706 Exeter to back up CH 1701-A Enterprise during a confrontation with the fleet
of ships owned by the famous bounty hunter Sweeney. [DC Star Trek #8, #9 (Second Series); Avenger News #22, p. 2]
2287 (May):
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Gregg Trask, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior staff
of CH 1707 U.S.S. Hood. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Copernicus. [Avenger News #20]
2287 (July):
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Jeffrey Hunt, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior staff
of CH 1730 U.S.S. Intrepid II. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Artemis. [Avenger News #20]
2287 (September):
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Ronald Blackman, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior
staff of DN 2524 U.S.S. Tai Shan. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Tai Shan. [Avenger News #20]
Commander Nick Cook resigns as Chief Engineer, and becomes a Command Attaché. He is succeeded as Chief Engineer by Lt. Commander John Newcome. [Avenger News #20]
Arriving at the planet Aeon VI, the Avenger is attacked by alien combat robots. Investigating the reasons for the attack, a landing party beams down and finds a structure. Entering, they fight their way through more robots, to discover that the structure was an outpost
for planetary development, built by a race long gone. Shutting down the central computer, they prevent the robots from being a threat.
[“The Aeon Adventure”]
2287 (October):
Commander Ken Newman resigns as Chief of Operations, and becomes a Command Attaché. [Avenger News #20]
Patrolling near the Kobol Star System, the Avenger discovers DD 4441 Eisenhower drifting outside the system, undamaged but empty. A boarding party investigates the vessel. [“Boarding Party”]
The Avenger answers a distress call from FR 1241 U.S.S. Auriga, which has been attacked by Romulans. Diverting to the Neutral
Zone, they discover that Outpost 4 has been captured by a Romulan force. An Avenger landing party led by Rear Admiral Rosenzweig beams
unawares onto the outpost, and is itself captured, after which it is learned that the outpost was captured and the Auriga attacked to draw
the Auriga’s former CO to face revenge by the Romulan commander for the disgrace of his former CO, defeated in battle with the Auriga 18
years ago. A call for aid brings DN 2106 Konkordium to the scene, with other vessels en route, and the Romulans are compelled to release
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their prisoners and withdraw. [“By Honor Bound”]
2287 (November):
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Captain Bob Vosseller, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior staff of
CH 1676 U.S.S. Challenger. They utilize the shuttlecraft Discovery. [Avenger News #20]
Arriving at UFC-675-III, the Avenger discovers a Klingon battle cruiser in orbit around the planet. As this system is well within UFP
boundaries, a security force beams down to investigate, and is attacked by a Klingon party. The attack is foiled, and a number of Klingons
are captured. [“Ground Action”]
The shuttlecraft Merlin is renamed Talisman by the crew. [Avenger News #20]
2287 (December):
Lt. Commander Brenda Bell is promoted from Chief of Mission Support to Chief of Operations. [Avenger News #20]
2288 (January):
Rear Admiral Rosenzweig is assigned as 7th Fleet Commander, making the Avenger the 7th Fleet flagship. [Personnel File--Alex Rosenzweig]
2288 (February):
Commander Matthew Cohen is removed as Chief Medical Officer. He is reassigned as a Doctor. [Avenger News #20]
The Avenger conducts a preliminary investigation of Star System UFC-8546. [“As Others See Us”]
DN 2524 Tai Shan is commissioned, and the training cadre departs the Avenger. The shuttlecraft Tai Shan is returned to Star Fleet.
[Avenger News #20 (Modified); “As Others See Us”]
When DN 2106 Konkordium is attacked and badly damaged by an alien vessel, the Avenger and newly-commissioned Tai Shan race out
to aid them. After returning the Konkordium to Starbase 29 for repairs, the Avenger and Tai Shan set off in search of the alien ship. Locating it, they discover that it was sent out by a civilization at war with a race that looked--to them--very similar to Federation humanoids, and
attacked the Konkordium as a preemptive strike, its crew fearing that they themselves would be attacked. Communication is established,
and diplomatic relations are opened. [“As Others See Us”]
2288 (March):
Commander Judith Levy is promoted from Head Nurse to Chief Medical Officer. [Avenger News #20]
The Avenger is ordered to Kzin space for a “showing the flag” mission. [“As Others See Us”]
The shuttlecraft Norzan is renamed Genesis by the crew. [Avenger News #20]
Rear Admiral Rosenzweig and Lt. Commander Bell attend the Conference on Interstellar Propulsion on Lindbergh IV. [“Operations
Log--U.S.S. Avenger”]
2288 (April):
While patrolling border sectors near Klingon space, the Avenger and a support squadron are attacked by Klingon vessels. The Klingons
are driven off. [“Border Skirmish”]
2288 (May):
While on patrol, the Avenger receives a signal from FH 1869 U.S.S. Amiens, under attack by alien vessels. The Avenger responds, and
the two heavy frigates defeat the aliens. [“Battle Sequence”]
2288 (June):
CH 1676 Challenger is commissioned, and the training cadre departs the Avenger. Captain Jonathan Lane succeeds Captain Bob Vosseller as Executive Officer, Lt. Commander Christine McHenry succeeds Commander Tom Wilson as Chief of Security, Lt. Commander Bob
Fillmore succeeds Captain Lane as Chief Science Officer, and Commander Gabe Wiener succeeds Captain Vosseller as Chief of Communications. The Command Staff is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Rear Admiral Alex Rosenzweig
Executive Officer: Captain Jonathan Lane
Chief Science Officer: Lt. Commander Bob Fillmore
Chief Medical Officer: Commander Judith Levy
Chief of Operations: Lt. Commander Brenda Bell
Chief Engineer: Lt. Commander John Newcome
Chief of Communications: Commander Gabe Weiner
Chief of Security: Lt. Commander Christine McHenry
[Avenger News #20; Avenger Personnel Roster--8807]
2288 (July):
CH 1730 Intrepid II is commissioned, and the training cadre departs the Avenger. The shuttlecraft Artemis is returned to Star Fleet.
[Avenger News #20]
The Avenger is issued the shuttlecraft Jabberwocky (NCC-1860/9). [Avenger News #20]
2288 (July-August):
Following the test of an experimental stargate unit, the Avenger’s crew begins to act oddly and dangerously. Rear Admiral Rosenzweig--who was not aboard Avenger during the test--escapes in an emergency pod and is picked by the Konkordium 20 days later. The Konkordium confronts the Avenger, which flees toward the Sol System, the Konkordium in pursuit. It is subsequently determined that during
the test, aliens from another space-time continuum “possessed” the Avenger’s crew. The aliens are “exorcised” via a second run through
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the stargate, which is then shut down, and the experiment discontinued. [“As Free As Mountain Winds”]
2288 (August-September):
Avenger takes shore leave at Starbase 31, followed by patrol in Sector 4SJ-22-37. [Avenger Status Report--SD8809.01]
2288 (September):
Lt. Commander John Newcome resigns his Star Fleet commission. He is succeeded as Chief Engineer by Lt. Commander Michael
Shappe. [Avenger News #20]
2288 (October):
The Avenger conducts a survey mission in the Beta Camelopardalis system. This is followed by a patrol run near the Romulan Neutral
Zone. [Avenger Status Report--SD8809.30; SD8811.02]
The Avenger’s patrol run is cut short by orders to investigate the loss of contact with a Federation exploratory skiff in the Menrik
Star System. Proceeding to Menrik IV, the crew discovers that the skiff has been attacked and its crew forced to flee to the planet’s surface, where the civilization is on the verge of nuclear war. The skiff’s crew is rescued, but the Star Fleet crews must watch as the war
breaks out. [“Rescue at Menrik”]
2288 (November):
The shuttlecraft Axanar is renamed Dominion by the crew. [Avenger News #20]
2289 (January-February):
The Avenger visits the Ringworld for one week on a scientific mission. [Avenger Status Report--SD8901.31 (Modified)]
2289 (February):
Leaving the Ringworld, the Avenger assumes a one-week patrol-turn near Klingon space. When TT 3805 Aristarchus is attacked by
Klingons, the Avenger comes to its aid. Bringing the tug to Starbase 26, the Avenger’s crew joins in an investigation of why the Aristarchus’ sensors did not detect the Klingon vessel. The investigation bears fruit, as Klingon saboteurs are discovered on the starbase. [“Sabotage Stratagems”]
The Avenger conducts an exploration mission in the UFC-1212 star system, then joins the starships Konkordium, Tai Shan, and Challenger for maneuvers near the Hygranzis Star System. The maneuvers conclude with a semi-formal dance aboard the Tai Shan. [Avenger
Status Report--SD8903.01]
Commander Judith Levy (CMO) and Lt. Commander Michael DeMono (Asst. CMO) trade positions. [Avenger News #20]
2289 (March-April):
The Avenger does a patrol-run in the Styx Rift area. [Avenger Status Report--SD8903.31]
2289 (May-June):
The Avenger patrols the northern sectors of Quadrant 3. [Avenger Status Report--SD8903.31]
2289 (June):
The Avenger surveys UFC-4672, then conducts maneuvers with the McAuliffe, Konkordium, and Tai Shan, concluding with a semi-formal dance aboard the Konkordium. Following a week of patrol along the Styx Rift, the Avenger is relieved by CS 2504 U.S.S. Haversham and
ordered to Starbase 29. [Avenger Status Report--SD8907.01]
2289 (June-July):
The Avenger is drydocked at Starbase 29 for a 3-week period for an equipment and software upgrade. Control systems are upgraded
to the new Programmable Workstation design, the computer system is upgraded to the “Daystrom” Duotronic III with Multitronic M-9
Supplement, the navigational systems are replaced with the new RAV/ISHAK configuration, and the transporters are upgraded. (The ship
now reflects the “Star Trek V” operating technologies...) [U.S.S. Avenger Officer’s Manual; Avenger News #22, p. 2]
2289 (September):
While exploring Kansevris A-IV, an Avenger landing party is attacked by an automated alien probe, and Ensign Arkadin is captured and
taken inside. In order to rescue him, the Avenger sends down a security team, and the probe is disabled. After further studies, the Avenger
leaves the system. [“The Probe”]
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander D. Elizabeth Gifford, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior staff of CS 2505 U.S.S. Sovereign. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Sovereign. [Avenger News #20]
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Frank Faas, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior staff of
ST 587 U.S.S. Albany. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Albany. [Avenger News #20]
2289 (October):
The Avenger is issued the shuttlecraft Odyssey (NCC-1860/4), a prototype long-range shuttle. [Avenger News #20]
Commander D. Elizabeth Gifford resigns as commander of the Sovereign training cadre, and is succeeded by Commander Michael Marinelli. [Avenger News #20]
2289 (Late):
While on a planetary survey mission, the Avenger is attacked by a Romulan vessel which unexpectedly enters the star system. Lt.
Commander Christopher Lynch is in command. He is able to both protect the landing party and defeat the Romulan vessel. He is awarded
the Grankite Order of Tactics and promoted to full Commander. [Personnel File--Christopher Lynch]
2290 (January):
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander J. David Abrahamson, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the
senior staff of DN 2520 U.S.S. Ascension. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Ascension. [Avenger News #20]
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2290 (May):
The shuttlecraft Jabberwocky is destroyed during a planetary mission. It is not replaced. [Avenger Status Report--SD9005.31]
2290 (June):
Following leads from a beacon found by the shuttlecraft Odyssey in the Vernes quadrant, the Avenger reaches the planet Pern, to find
a lost Terran colony. After some discussions, the Pernese ask the Avenger’s crew to depart, but not before five members of a landing party
Impress Pernese fire-lizards. They bring the fire-lizards back to the Avenger, introducing this unusual but delightful life-form to the rest of
the galaxy. This is the last voyage of the 5-year mission. [“A Voyage to Pern”; Avenger News #24]
The Avenger completes its 5-year mission and returns to Earth. [Avenger News #20, #22, p. 2]
2290 (July):
CS 2505 Sovereign and ST 587 Albany are commissioned, and the training cadres transfer from the Avenger. The shuttlecraft Sovereign and Albany are returned to Star Fleet. [Avenger Status Report--SD9007.02]
Following a one-month layover for refurbishment, the Avenger begins a new 5-year mission. The Command Staff is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Rear Admiral Alex Rosenzweig
Executive Officer: Captain Jonathan Lane
Chief Science Officer: Commander Bob Fillmore
Chief Medical Officer: Lt. Commander Wendy Romano
Chief of Operations: Commander Brenda Bell
Chief Engineer: Commander Michael Scott Shappe
Chief of Communications: Lt. Commander Mark Anbinder
Chief of Security: Lt. Commander Steven Romano
Watch Commander, Alpha Shift: Commander Bob Fillmore
Watch Commander, Beta Shift: Commander Christopher Lynch
Watch Commander, Gamma Shift: Lt. Commander Ralph Greco
Watch Commander, Delta Shift: Commander Michael Scott Shappe
[Avenger News #22, p. 2; Avenger Personnel Roster--9007]
2290 (August):
The Avenger surveys the planet Jaccuzzi III. [Personnel File--William Johnson]
After many difficulties, the training cadre led by Commander Gregg Trask is disbanded. The shuttlecraft Copernicus is returned to Star
Fleet. [Avenger Status Report--SD9007.02]
2290 (September):
Lt. Commander Stephen Buonocore is promoted from Chief Helmsman to Second Officer of the Avenger. [Avenger Status Report-SD9010.02]
2290 (November):
DN 2520 Ascension is commissioned, and the training cadre departs the Avenger. The shuttlecraft Ascension is returned to Star
Fleet. [Avenger Status Report--SD9012.01]
While studying the outer Class M planet of two in the Danzrikal Star System, the Avenger encounters an explorer from the inner planet, stranded when his exploratory vessel was destroyed. Under cloak (to avoid Prime Directive violation), the Avenger brings the explorer’s
lander, with him aboard, back into orbit around his homeworld, returning him to his people. No contact is made, save with the explorer.
[“The Marooned”]
The Avenger adds an additional shift, Epsilon, with Lt. Commander Maureen Studley serving as Watch Commander. [Avenger Status
Report--SD9012.01]
2291 (March):
Lt. Commander Ralph Greco transfers off the Avenger. [Avenger Status Report--SD9103.31]
2291 (April):
Commander Michael Shappe resigns as Delta Shift Watch Commander. He is succeeded by Lt. Commander Scott French. [Avenger
Status Report--SD9105.01]
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Maureen Studley, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior
staff of FH 2327 U.S.S. Blackheart. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Blackheart. [Avenger Status Report--SD9105.01]
Lt. Commander Steven Romano transfers off of the Avenger. He is succeeded as Chief of Security by Lt. Commander Adam Davila.
[Avenger Status Report--SD9105.01]
2291 (May):
While on a mission to investigate the disappearance of a Klingon battle cruiser, the Avenger is drawn through a space/time warp into
the Star Wars Universe, where the crew soon find themselves right in the middle of the Rebellion. Initially siding with the Empire, the crew
soon find that this has been an error and change sides, aiding the Rebel Alliance. After participating in a significant battle in which the Imperial forces are defeated, the Avenger, aided by the Rebels, locates the Klingon vessel and the space/time warp, and returns to our universe. [“The Star Wars Encounter”]
Patrick Boldstar is assigned as Gamma Shift Watch Commander, with the brevet rank of Lt. Commander. [Avenger Status Report--
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SD9105.31]
2291 (August):
A botched time-travel mission sends the Avenger back three years (instead of 300), where/when it encounters itself. The errors are
corrected, and the ship proceeds on its original mission. [“Trip for Two”]
The Avenger’s first shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place, with 14 fire-lizards being Impressed by Avenger crewmembers. [“A
Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
2291 (October):
Lt. Commander Adam Davila departs the Avenger. He is succeeded as Chief of Security by Lt. Commander William Johnson. [Avenger
Status Report--SD9110.31]
2292 (February):
The Avenger’s second shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
2292 (March):
Commander Bob Fillmore resigns as Alpha Shift Watch Commander. He is succeeded by Lt. Commander Carlos Maldonado. [Avenger
Status Report--SD9203.30]
Commander Maureen Studley resigns as commander of the Blackheart training cadre, and is succeeded by Commander Ann Francesconi. [Avenger Status Report--SD9203.30]
Commander Michael Shappe resigns as Chief Engineer, and becomes a Command Attaché. He is succeeded as Chief Engineer by Lt.
Commander George Padovan. [Avenger Status Report--SD9203.30]
2292 (April):
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Thomas Carroll, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior
staff of CH 1713 U.S.S. Monitor. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Monitor. [Avenger Status Report--SD9204.29]
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Joanne Olson, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior
staff of CS 2555 U.S.S. Dawn Treader. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Dawn Treader. [Avenger Status Report--SD9204.29]
2292 (May):
Commander Bob Fillmore resigns as Chief Science Officer, and becomes a Command Advisor. He is succeeded as Chief Science Officer
by Lt. Commander Judi DiMaio.
Lt. Commander Stephen Buonocore resigns as Second Officer, and becomes an Intelligence Officer. He is succeeded as Second Officer
by Lt. Commander Kathleen Brown.
2292 (June):
Lt. Commander Mark Anbinder resigns as Chief of Communications in order to lead a new training cadre, and becomes a Communications Officer. (He is promoted to the brevet grade of Commander.) He is succeeded as Chief of Communications by Lt. Commander Michael
Klufas. [Avenger Status Report--SD9206.29]
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Mark Anbinder, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the senior
staff of FT 1842 U.S.S. Accord. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Accord. [Avenger Status Report--SD9206.29]
2292 (July):
Captain Jonathan Lane resigns as Executive Officer, and becomes a Command Attaché. He is succeeded as Executive Officer by Lt.
Commander William Johnson. Johnson remains as Acting Chief of Security. [Avenger Status Report--SD9207.30]
Lt. Commander Patrick Boldstar resigns as Gamma Shift Watch Commander, and returns to the grade of Lieutenant. He is succeeded
by Lt. Commander Thomas Colgan, Jr. [Avenger Status Report--SD9207.30]
Commander Christopher Lynch resigns as Beta Shift Watch Commander. [Avenger Status Report--SD9207.30]
A significant intelligence coup is scored by the 7th Fleet against the Klingon Empire. Following a so-called “surrender” declaration
signed by Rear Admiral Rosenzweig, supposedly transferring control of 7th Fleet vessels and personnel to the commander of the 82nd
Klingon Rapid Assault Force, a squadron of drone probes, using the Sarda sensor-confusing projection devices, is sent to the Klingon border
projecting images of the starships of the 7th Fleet. Klingon sensors are fooled, and the drones are escorted to the Klingon home system.
Upon arrival, the drones initiate a high-speed, coded data-dump of their intelligence data to Starbase 29. They then drop the projections
and fuse all their on-board equipment, ensuring that access to their technologies is impossible. The Federation Council publicly denies all
knowledge of the operation. [“Fleet 7” #21]
2292 (August):
A transporter accident occurs aboard Federation Deepspace Research Facility 39, as an experimental unit being developed by Tachyon
Micromechanics, Inc. malfunctions. The malfunction, exacerbated by magnetic storms and the incursion of an alien species called the I’Iglii,
dematerializes the entire complement of the station. The Avenger is in communication with the station at the moment of the accident, and
sends a boarding party to investigate. All station personnel are recovered, and the experimental transporter is disconnected, pending an investigation. Contact is attempted with the I’Iglii, but no meaningful exchange takes place. [“The Trouble on FDR Facility 39”]
Lt. Commander Steven Romano returns to the Avenger. He succeeds Lt. Commander Johnson as Chief of Security, returning to his
previous posting. [Avenger Status Report--SD9208.31]
The Avenger’s third shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
2292 (November):
Lt. Commander Kris Ragan is assigned as Delta Shift Watch Commander. [Avenger Status Report--SD9211.01]
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Commander Rahadyan Sastrowardoyo tells several senior officers a tale of his experiences with the Kobayashi Maru Simulation.
[“Tales of the Kobayashi Maru: Rahadyan’s Story”]
2292 (November-December):
The Avenger is ordered onto local area patrol near Starbase 29, pending the results of the appointment of Fleet Admiral Maddox’s
successor. (Depending on the results, Rear Admiral Rosenzweig may see transfer to Headquarters.) In early-December, Admiral Rob Lerman is designated Star Fleet Commander, and the Avenger returns to normal mission status, with no command-change imminent. [Starfleet Elections 1992]
2292 (December):
Early in the month, the Avenger leads a task force comprised of ST 652 Thagard, CH 1703 Lexington, and FH 1875 Odin to rescue the
Challenger shuttlecraft Discovery from a military complex orbiting the planet Sortos. The complex is destroyed to prevent it from reaching
neighboring worlds. [Challenger Timeline/”New Frontiers” #32]
FH 2327 Blackheart is commissioned, and the training cadre departs the Avenger. The shuttlecraft Blackheart is returned to Star
Fleet. [Avenger Status Report--SD9301.03]
Lt. Commander Steven Romano resigns as Chief of Security. He is succeeded as Chief of Security on an interim basis by Lt. Commander Thomas Colgan, Jr. [Avenger Status Report--SD9301.03]
2293 (January):
A transmission believed to originate from Star Fleet Command diverts the Avenger from its mission to deliver monitoring equipment to
Garius IV. The transmission orders the ship to Matri III, where the senior staff beam down to participate in a training program to keep current in exploratory and diplomatic procedures. Meanwhile, Lt. Commander Chaym Re’ming’ton is placed in command of the ship and continues the run to Garius IV. Inadvertently violating Romulan space, the ship encounters a Romulan vessel, but avoids serious incident. Completing the delivery, the Avenger returns to Matri III and the senior staff return to their normal duties. [“Let the Fur Fly!!”]
The Avenger, en route to the Rezifan Star System on a survey mission, is encountered by vessels from the planet Kaisab. The first
craft is piloted by a dissident group from that planet, while the second is a government ship. They tell of potential upheavals on Kaisab, and
seek advice from the Avenger’s crew on how the Federation has dealt with diversity and the conflicts that can arise from it. Avenger personnel contribute suggestions for the Kaisabans, who eventually return to their planet with some new insights into ways to resolve their
internal difficulties. [“The Essential Process”]
2293 (February):
The Avenger’s fourth shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
2293 (March):
Lt. Commander Robert Csuti is assigned as Chief of Security. Lt. Commander Colgan is re-posted as Strategy Officer. [Avenger Status Report--SD9303.31]
2293 (April):
En route to the planet Ahlyar on a relief mission, the Avenger is attacked by a squadron of Klingon vessels in a narrow corridor of unclaimed space between Daltexi territory and that of the Klingon Empire. Defeating the squadron, the Avenger crew discovers that the Klingons had planned to send a ship to Ahlyar themselves. The Klingon commander is invited to join the Avenger on the relief mission, and–
grudgingly–accepts. [“The Gauntlet”]
Returning from the relief mission to Ahlyar, the Avenger responds to a distress signal from the passenger liner S.S. Starlight. The
Starlight’s passengers and most of its crew are evacuated to the Avenger while repairs are made to the liner. Following the completion of
repairs, the Avenger tows the Starlight to a rendezvous with a tug from the cruise line. [“Starlight Rescue”]
2293 (May):
CS 2555 Dawn Treader is commissioned, and the training cadre departs the Avenger. The shuttlecraft Dawn Treader is returned to
Star Fleet. [Avenger Status Report--SD9305.31]
Ensign Caitlin Rutherford boards the Avenger and is assigned to the Physical Sciences Department. [“A Visit to the Physical Sciences
Chief’s Office”]
2293 (June):
While on a mapping run outside Federation space, the Avenger discovers a wrecked alien vessel. A boarding party brings several unusual artifacts back to the Avenger. Soon afterward, crewmembers begin acting violently, exhibiting anger and aggression. The effects are
eventually traced to psi-emissions from alien life-essences trapped within some of the artifacts. The problem is resolved as the aliens are
removed from the Avenger. [“Through a Distorted Lens”]
The Klingon moon Praxis explodes, crippling Klingon resources and dealing catastrophic damage to the atmosphere of Kronos. [“Star
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country”]
2293 (July):
Lt. Commander Kris Ragan resigns as Delta Shift Watch Commander. She is succeeded by Lt. Commander Rhonda E. Green. [Avenger
Status Report--SD9307.31]
On a survey mission to UFC-61033, the Avenger finds that virtually the entire civilization on the fourth planet has committed mass-suicide. A small group of survivors is eventually found, and with them, the hope remains that civilization on UFC-61033-IV may be rebuilt.
[“The Dying of the Light”]
2293 (August):
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The Avenger’s fifth shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
FT 1842 Accord is prepared for commissioning, and the training cadre departs the Avenger. The shuttlecraft Accord is returned to
Star Fleet. [Avenger Status Report--SD9309.01 (Modified)]
Faced with the need to redirect resources away from military endeavors, the Klingons–led by Chancellor Gorkon–sue for peace with
the Federation. CH 1701-A Enterprise, with her senior-most officers–James Kirk, Spock, Leonard McCoy, and Montgomery Scott–due to
retire from space duty, is assigned to escort the chancellor’s vessel to Earth. During the voyage, the chancellor is assassinated. Kirk and
McCoy are arrested, tried, and convicted of the crime, and are sentenced to permanent exile on Rura Penthe. They are subsequently rescued, and–with the assistance of Captain Sulu and the crew of the Excelsior (CH 2000)–expose a conspiracy to derail the peace process at
the conference site on Khitomer. All charges are dropped, and a period of detente between the Federation and Klingon Empire begins.
[“Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country”]
2293 (October):
The Avenger conducts a geological survey of the asteroid belt of 356 Sagittae, cataloguing its resources to determine if Star Fleet development of the system is feasible. During this survey, Avenger small craft encounter an alien Von Neumann Machine. Nanomachines from
this Machine destroy an Avenger Wasp-type fighter and threaten the ship. The Avenger’s crew is able to input directives to the Machine to
convince it to construct a courier to send a contact message back to its homeworld. The Machine is then destroyed and a flotilla of Avenger-constructed nanomachines sent into the asteroid belt to clear it of the alien nanomachines. A one-year quarantine is placed on the system, to allow sufficient time for the alien nanomachines to be cleared. [“Within the Belt”]
2293 (November):
The Avenger, while on a survey mission in the Ohkirot Star System, is diverted to Starbase 29 to prepare for a conference with the
Daltexi. The conference will take place on Parliament, and the Avenger–along with several other vessels–is to ferry ambassadors. In order
to continue the survey, the shuttlecraft Talisman is left in the Ohkirot System. A stellar flare damages the shuttle, and it is forced to
crash-land on Ohkirot II. Following the conclusion of the conference’s opening ceremonies, the Avenger returns to Ohkirot and rescues the
shuttle’s crew. There is only one casualty, but the Talisman is a total loss. A replacement shuttle is requisitioned from Star Fleet.
[“Crash”]
2294 (February):
The Avenger’s sixth shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
Commander Brenda Bell resigns as Chief of Operations, and becomes an Operations Advisor. She is succeeded as Chief of Operations
by Lt. Commander Amy Wilson. [Avenger Status Report--SD9403.01]
2294 (March):
Commander William Johnson resigns as Executive Officer to focus on scientific pursuits, and is repositioned as a Sciences Advisor. He
is succeeded as Executive Officer by Commander Carlos Maldonado, Jr.
In order to pursue a research project, Commander Judi DiMaio resigns as Chief Science Officer. [Avenger Status Report-SD9404.01]
2294 (May):
The Avenger begins a layover at the Rhadamanthus II Drydock Facility, undergoing extensive reconditioning and repairs. [“Hidden
Agenda”]
Lt. Commander Kate Dimick is assigned as Chief Science Officer. [Avenger Status Report--SD9405.??]
At this time, the Command Staff is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Vice Admiral Alex Rosenzweig
Executive Officer: Commander Carlos Maldonado, Jr.
Second Officer: Commander Bob Fillmore
Chief Science Officer: Lt. Commander Kate Dimick
Chief Medical Officer: Commander Wendy Fillmore
Chief of Operations: Lt. Commander Amy Wilson
Chief Engineer: Commander George Padovan
Chief of Communications: Lt. Commander Michael Klufas
Chief of Security: Lt. Commander Robert Csuti
Watch Commander, Alpha Shift: Commander Chaym Gale’ Re’ming’ton
Watch Commander, Beta Shift: VACANT
Watch Commander, Gamma Shift: Lt. Commander Patrick Boldstar
Watch Commander, Delta Shift: Lt. Commander Rhonda E. Green
2294 (June):
Lt. Commander Rhonda E. Green is succeeded as Delta Shift Watch Commander by Captain Frank Faas, recently transferred back
aboard the Avenger from the ST 587 Albany. Lt. Commander Green is thereby freed to focus more on scientific pursuits.
2294 (July):
In preparation for a pending transfer to the 2nd Fleet, Lt. Commander Kate Dimick resigns as Chief Science Officer. Until the transfer,
she is repositioned as a Scientist. She is succeeded as Chief Science Officer by Lt. Commander August Ciufo. [Avenger Status Report-SD9408.01]
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Its layover complete, the Avenger departs Rhadamanthus II, bound for Velta II. While traveling through the Delgadi Triam Cluster, the
ship encounters a tachyon aperture, and stops to investigate. The subsequent discovery of a futuristic shuttlecraft deepens the mystery,
and the arrival of a Federation vessel from the future, which attacks the Avenger, leads to still more confusion. Temporarily augmented systems, courtesy of LT Christopher Underwood, allow Avenger to survive the battle, after which the CO of the other ship reveals that the
Avenger was believed captured by terrorists and taken back to the past. The misunderstanding cleared up, the crew of the future vessel
aids in partial repairs to Avenger, and returns to its own time. The Avenger returns to Rhadamanthus II to complete repairs. [“Hidden
Agenda”]
A Federation research outpost orbiting Davlor IV, near the Romulan Neutral Zone, is caught in a solar flare. The Avenger is assigned to
carry emergency supplies and medical assistance to the outpost. The ship encounters a Romulan patrol group, and a saboteur is discovered
aboard the Avenger. The timely arrival at Davlor IV of a squadron of perimeter action ships permits the completion of the evacuation of the
outpost to prevent the researchers’ capture by the Romulans, and the saboteur is discovered and arrested. During this mission, for a 24hour period, a multi-parallel space-time inversion takes place, transposing Vice Admiral Rosenzweig with his counterpart in an alternate universe, a science fiction fan who leads a fan club for a television and movie series on 20th Century Earth. The transposition reverses itself at
the end of the 24 hours, and the occurrence is unnoticed by the rest of the Avenger’s crew. [“King for a Day”]
Lt. Commander Rhonda E. Green transfers to ST 652 Thagard. [“Arrival”]
2294 (August):
The Avenger, accompanied by FT 1842 Accord, returns to the Rukbat System to observe the final phase of the colony vessel Yokohama’s AIVAS computer’s plan to rid Pern (Rukbat III) of the scourge of Thread that has threatened the colony. No contact is made with the
Pernese. [“A Voyage to Pern”]
The Avenger’s seventh shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
Ensign Charles Donovan is assigned to the Avenger as a Laboratory Technician (Linguistics). Immediately following this, the ship is assigned to patrol duty along the Romulan Neutral Zone in conjunction with PA 1046 Amastra and PA 1042 Echo. Ensign Donovan exposes a
sabotage attempt on the ship’s translators that nearly results in an incident with the Romulans. The situation is resolved, and Donovan is
commended. [“Arrival”/”Admiralty Orders to FCAPT Robert Vosseller”]
Attending a Command Mechanics conference, Vice Admiral Alex Rosenzweig meets Commander Elizabeth Faraday, Executive Officer of
SA 2627 Tau Ceti. They quickly become friends. Rosenzweig will subsequently fall in love with Faraday. [“Be Not as an Island”]
2294 (September):
Vice Admiral Alex Rosenzweig is transferred from command of the 7th Fleet and becomes a Field Operative for Star Fleet Command.
He remains in command of the Avenger. [Reality/”Admiralty Orders to FCAPT Robert Vosseller”]
Following the transfer of 7th Fleet command, the Avenger embarks on a month-long exploration mission outside of Federation space.
[”Admiralty Orders to FCAPT Robert Vosseller”]
2294 (October):
On a mission near the Great Barrier, the starship New Horizons encounters the entity formerly believed destroyed by CH 1701-A Enterprise and the Bird of Prey Okrona at “Sha-Ka-Ree”. Inadvertently brought aboard the starship, the entity compels Captain Kirsa Stratus
to bring the ship–and itself–to Starbase 29, where it attempts to gain control of the base. Enraged by fierce resistance from the base’s
personnel, it destroys a large portion of the starbase, rendering it non-operational. (Repair-time is estimated to be several years.) A task
force led by CE 1676 Challenger and including the starships Wolf, Endurance, Raptor, Sovereign, Lexington, and Triton responds to the
base’s distress call and arrives to discover the aftermath. They then pursue the New Horizons. Captain Stratus is able to beam the entity
into space, where it is engaged by the task force. The Challenger, Sovereign, Wolf, and Raptor use an energy snare to destroy the entity.
In the wake of these events, the 7th Fleet is temporarily re-homeported at Starbase 7, pending completion of a general strategic review by
Star Fleet Command. [“Photorp Chronicles” vol. 3, issue 2; “New Frontiers”; Statements from Region VII Command/COMM Bob Vosseller;
“Aftermath”]
Near month’s end, the Avenger returns from its exploration mission. [”Admiralty Orders to FCAPT Robert Vosseller”; “Aftermath”]
Captain Frank Faas is transferred from the Avenger to command the Hospital Ship U.S.S. Christiaan Barnard. Commander Ryan Faas
and Lieutenant J.G. Patricia Faas accompany him to the new starship. [Avenger Status Report--SD9410.30]
The U.S.S. Enterprise (NCC-1701-B) is commissioned under the command of Captain John Harriman. During a demonstration cruise,
the unprepared vessel responds to a distress call from 2 transport ships carrying El-Aurian refugees which are caught in a space-time
anomaly. The transports are destroyed, but 47 survivors–including Guinan and Dr. Tolian Soran–are rescued. During this action, Captain
James Kirk–aboard as a dignitary–is lost (and believed killed) in action while saving the Enterprise from an energy ribbon surrounding the
anomaly. [”Star Trek Generations”/”Star Trek Generations” Novelization/Federation (modified per the Star Trek Chronology (Revised)]
2294 (November):
While on patrol near Star System L117GA, the Avenger passes through an energy field, resulting in the apparent death of one crewmember. It is later revealed that the energy field has altered this crewmember into an alien form bent on exacting revenge for injustices
imagined by the crewmember. The creature is destroyed, but only after several other crewmembers are killed. [“Thy Avenging Spirit”]
2295 (February):
The Avenger’s eighth shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
The Avenger arrives at Starbase 38, where it remains for ten days undergoing reprovisioning and equipment refit. During this time,
the crew takes leave. Commander Elizabeth Faraday, also on the base, informs Vice Admiral Rosenzweig that she has fallen in love with an-
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other man. Rosenzweig is heartbroken. [“Be Not as an Island”]
2295 (February-March):
Following the layover at Starbase 38, the Avenger travels to the Alhembri Star System to conduct a survey. On Alhembri V, two landing parties make contact with a band of energy creatures exploring the galaxy. The creatures attempt to learn about emotions by probing
those of the Avenger crew. Forced to deal with his feelings, Vice Admiral Rosenzweig begins his recovery from heartbreak. [“Be Not as an
Island”]
2295 (May):
A wargames exercise between the fighter squadrons of Space Station Shadowstar, CH 1703 Lexington, FH 1860 Avenger, and FT
1842 Accord is scheduled. Other ships, including ST 652 Thagard, are to be present as observers. A task force of Tholian vessels attempts
to attack the station, but is thwarted. The exercise is rescheduled to October. [Shadowstar Timeline]
2295 (June):
The Avenger completes its 5-year mission and returns to Earth. [Avenger Status Report--SD9506.28]
Citing unhappiness with the administrative duties of the post, Lt. Commander Amy Wilson steps down as Chief of Operations, and returns to the post of Chief Flight Officer. She is succeeded as Chief of Operations by Lt. Commander Sasha Graevyn. [Avenger Status Report--SD9506.28, SD9507.29]
2295 (July):
Following a one-month layover for refurbishment, the Avenger begins a new 5-year mission. The Command Staff is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Admiral Alex Rosenzweig
Executive Officer: Commander Carlos Maldonado, Jr.
Second Officer: Captain Bob Fillmore
Chief Science Officer: Lt. Commander August Ciufo
Chief Medical Officer: Commander Wendy Fillmore
Chief of Operations: Lt. Commander Sasha Graevyn
Chief Engineer: Commander George Padovan
Chief of Communications: Lt. Commander Michael Klufas
Chief of Security: Lt. Commander Robert Csuti
[Avenger Personnel Roster--9507]
2295 (August):
The Avenger assists in emergency repairs on Deep Space Station K-12. [“A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Norpin”]
Following the repairs to K-12, Avenger is routed to Starbase 7 to pick up retiring Admiral Jean-Luc Lassard and bring him and his family, including three young children, to Norpin V. When the youngest child wanders off, he precipitates a chain of events that disrupts the
ship’s routine, including causing a loss of gravity on several decks and minor injuries to a few crewmembers. After an extensive search, the
child is found and returned to his parents. The remainder of the trip takes place without incident. [“A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
Norpin”]
The Avenger’s ninth shipboard fire-lizard hatching takes place. [“A Voyage to Pern”--Extrapolation]
Delegations from Space Station Shadowstar, as well as the starships Aceh, Corregidor, Lucid, Helin, Jayapura, Avenger, and Diponegoro attend the Zancmar Hodgkins Memorial Xenosociological Conference on Avalon. [Shadowstar Timeline]
2295 (October):
The wargames exercise at Space Station Shadowstar, rescheduled from May and now codenamed Exercise Ramayana, takes place.
Shadowstar practices with its newly-assigned fifth fighter-squadron, consisting of newly-designed Yellowjacket-class heavy fighters.
[Shadowstar Timeline]
2295 (November):
Lt. Commander Robert Csuti (Chief of Security) and Lt. Commander rRham ‘ho ‘tzt Tzen (Asst. Chief of Security) trade positions.
[Avenger Status Report--SD9511.29]
2296 (February):
Commander Wendy Fillmore resigns as Chief Medical Officer, and is repositioned as a Data Administration Officer. She is succeeded as
Chief Medical Officer by Lt. Commander Donna J. Urbanavage. [Avenger Status Report--SD9603.01]
2296 (March):
Lt. Commander Michael Klufas resigns as Chief of Communications, and is repositioned as a Command Advisor. He is succeeded as
Chief of Communications by Lt. Commander Rhea Naylorr. [Avenger Status Report--SD9603.31]
En route to UFC-6763 for a survey mission, the Avenger hits a quantum filament not far from the Romulan Neutral Zone. While the
ship is disabled, a Romulan vessel fires a long-range torpedo at it. The ship is saved from imminent destruction when the entire complement
of fire-lizards teleports it out of the way of the incoming torpedo. However, when the torpedo explodes while the fire-lizards are in the act
of teleporting back inside, they are all lost. [“The Greatest Sacrifice”]
2296 (April):
The Avenger hosts a delegation from the planet Ichthyos, which is resolving internal disputes. Negotiations on board ship pave the
way toward an alliance with the Federation. [“Good Morning, Recreation”]
2296 (August):
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An annihilation weapon is set off on the planet ch’Rhailan. FT 1842 Accord is disabled and Captain Anbinder presumed killled. The Avenger and TT 3916 Lagrange are sent to tow FT 1842 Accord to Starbase 52. [Accord Timeline]
Having received word that Star Fleet considers the evidence of Captain Anbinder’s survival insufficient, Commander Kinne and Admiral
Rosenzweig call a council of their most trusted officers, including Kinne, Cohen, Getty, Buck, and Captain Carlos Maldonado, Jr. They decide
that Rosenzweig will use his influence to get leave for himself, Kinne, and Cohen, and the three of them will go in search of Anbinder privately. Cohen, insisting he knows where a ship can be found who will be able to do the job well and inexpensively, takes off for the Triangle.
Maldonado, recognizing that he will need an Accord officer who knows the New Colonies situtation if Avenger is to successfully do Accord's
job while it's in dock, asks for Major Getty to be appointed his acting XO. [Accord Timeline]
2296 (October):
The Avenger begins a patrol-run near the Romulan Neutral Zone. [“Time Waits for No Man”]
Captain Bob Fillmore is thrown through space and time, the result of a botched experiment in creating a time machine. Fillmore ends
up 2,000 years in the past on the plane Veshkam III, a planet within the Neutral Zone. In defiance of Star Fleet orders, the Avenger
proceeds to the planet and embarks on a rescue mission into the past, using a shuttlecraft and a new version of Fillmore’s apparatus.
Fillmore is rescued, and the shuttlecraft and rescue team return to the present, after which the Avenger quickly leaves the Neutral Zone.
[“Time Waits for No Man”]
2296 (November):
Comander Wendy Fillmore learns that she is pregnant, and preparations begin for her transfer to the Star Fleet Publications Office at
Star Fleet Headquarters on Earth. [“Time Waits for No Man”]
2297 (February):
Fleet Captain Bob Fillmore resigns as Second Officer, and takes an extended leave from Star Fleet, accepting a post as Dean of
Temporal Studies at Cambridge University on Earth. He is succeeded as Second Officer by Commander Frank Warren, Jr. [Avenger Status
Report--SD9703.01/”Time Waits for No Man”]
A training cadre forms aboard the Avenger, led by Commander Stephen Buonocore, to prepare a team of officers to comprise the
senior staff of the U.S.S. Bounty. They utilize the on-loan shuttlecraft Bounty. [Avenger Status Report--SD9703.01]
2297 (March):
Commander George Padovan resigns as Chief Engineer, and is repositioned as an Engineering Advisor. He is succeeded as Chief
Engineer by Commander Zachary Zulkowski. [Avenger Status Report--SD9704.01]
2297 (July):
Commander Rhea Naylorr is transferred from the position of Chief of Communications to that of Intelligence Officer. She is succeeded
as Chief of Communications by Lt. Commander Dalek Kagan. [Avenger Status Report--SD9708.02]
2297 (August):
Lt. Commander rRham ‘ho ‘tzt Tzen resigns as Chief of Security, and is repositioned as a Security Officer (Chief Master-at-Arms).
[Avenger Status Report--SD9709.02]
Commander August Ciufo resigns as Chief Science Officer, and is repositioned as a Scientist (Technical Sciences). [Avenger Status
Report--SD9709.02]
Lt. Commander Sasha Graevyn leaves the position of Chief of Operations to participate in a Star Fleet Intelligence operation of indeterminate length. She is succeeded as Chief of Operations by Lt. Commander Mark Meadows. [Avenger Status Report--SD9709.02]
2297 (October):
Officers from several 1st and 7th Fleet vessels–including FT 1842 Accord, DN 3029 Adamant, DN 2520 Ascension, FH 1860 Avenger, FH 1887 Chesapeake, CH 1703 Lexington, and ST 652 Thagard–attend a conference on the arboreal world code-named Yggdrasil.
[Shadowstar Timeline]
2298 (March):
Lt. Commander Kiri Mackay is assigned as Chief Science Officer. [Avenger Status Report--SD9804.01]
Lt. Commander Darry Jennings is assigned as Chief of Security. [Avenger Status Report--SD9804.01]
2298 (July):
The Avenger participates in a conference on the moon of Verdania, to determine whether the Federation or the Klingons have final
jurisdiction over the planet. While there, they discover a series iof ruins near the Federation colony. The Klingons, while investigating
ruins in their own territory, also discover artifacts, including a device with the potential to create illusions. Among the artifacts in the
ruins found by the Federation is a mind-enhancer that will block telepathic probes. [“The Map”]
2298 (August):
En route to Starbase 7, FH 1860 Avenger encounters the wreckage of the U.S.S. Coyote, and determines that it was destroyed by
unknown aliens. After a conference with Rear Admiral Vosseller, Admiral Rosenzweig is ordered to lead a squadron of vessels to locate the
attacker(s), if possible. [“Unpleasant Surprise”]
The starship Equus is sent to Khitomer for the observation of the anniversary of the signing of the Khitomer Accords. 1st Lieutenant
Enrica’ Brugman is captured in the act of attempting to assassinate Klingon Ambassador Krag. Although he is acting on orders from a
shadowy organization within Star Fleet, this is unknown and kept secret from the starship’s crew and the Klingons. Following trial for
espionage, insubordination, and attempted murder, Brugman is convicted of all charges except espionage. He is sentenced to 35 years at
the penal colony on Tethys, orbiting Saturn. [“War Crimes, A New Beginning”/Personnel File--Enric'a Brugman]
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2298 (September):
Commander Mark Meadows resigns as Chief of Operations, and is repositioned as an Assault Pod Pilot. [Avenger Status Report—
SD9810.05]
2298 (October):
Lt. Commander Kiri Mackay resigns as Chief Science Officer, and is repositioned as a Scientist (Xenoarchaeology). She returns to the
rank of Lieutenant. Lieutenant Antrim serves as Acting Chief Science Officer. [Avenger Status Report--SD9811.04 and Fiction]
Lt. Commander Ann Marie Reilly requests, and is granted, extended leave for personal reasons. [Avenger Status Report--SD9811.04]
2298 (November):
The Avenger is assigned to the Namati Star System, near Romulan space, to recover a probe left on Namati IV by the U.S.S. Jutland,
just before its destruction by a Romulan warbird. The probe is recovered, but at the cost of the loss of a shuttlecraft and its pilot.
[“What Price Knowledge?”]
2299 (Early):
Aliens attack a Federation convoy, and are engaged by a trio of Star Fleet destroyers. One of the alien ships is captured. Although its
entire crew suicides, the computers are intact, and Star Fleet learns that the aliens, called Darnath, are an offshoot of the old Vegan Tyranny. [“The Road Goes Ever On”]
2299 (January):
Lt. Commander Ann Marie Reilly returns from her leave and resumes her duties as Chief Medical Officer. [Avenger Status Report-SD9902.04]
2299 (March):
Lt. Commander Christopher Underwood is assigned as Chief of Operations. [Avenger Status Report--SD9904.04]
2299 (June):
A nine-ship squadron, led by the Avenger, engages the Darnath in the Voranis System. After losing several ships, the Darnath begin to
withdraw, and Rosenzweig orders pursuit stopped. He orders amessage probe to be deployed from the Malverne to be sent to the Darnath
central colony world, carrying a message of peace from the Federation. [“The Road Goes Ever On”]
Admiral Alex Rosenzweig leaves command of the Avenger, and is succeeded as Commanding Officer by Captain Carlos Maldonado, Jr.
[Avenger Status Report—SD9907.05/”The Road Goes Ever On”]
Lt. Commander Se’ele is assigned to Avenger as Executive Officer and Lieutenant Setak is promoted to Lt. Commander and assigned as
Chief Science Officer. [Club Happenings]
The Command Staff is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Captain Carlos Maldonado, Jr.
Executive Officer: Lt. Commander Se’ele
Second Officer: Lt. Commander Leslie Pearson
Chief Science Officer: Lt. Commander Setak
Chief Medical Officer: Lt. Commander Ann Marie Reilly
Chief of Operations: Lt. Commander Christopher Underwood
Chief Engineer: Commander Zachary Zulkowski
Chief of Communications: Lt. Commander Dalek Kagan
Chief of Security: Lt. Commander Gor
[Avenger Personnel Roster—9909, Adjusted]
The Avenger is sent to investigate odd readings from within the Tormaine Nebula, a possible stellar nursery. [“The Road Goes Ever
On”]
2299 (July):
Lt. Commander Lauren Milan transfers to FH 1860 Avenger. After a brief period of uncertainty and tension, she begins to settle in as
a part of the crew. [“The Sum of Her Parts”]
While testing his newly-assigned warpshuttle, Hyperion, Admiral Rosenzweig and his crew rescue a crashed solar sailor from an
asteroid in the Kuiper Belt in Sol System. There they discovered the ruins of an alien structure, leaving a mystery to be uncovered.
[“Just A Run Around the Block”]
2300 (March):
Lt. Commander Leslie Pearson resigns as Second Officer, and is repositioned as Assistant Chief of Communications. She is succeeded
as Second Officer by Lt. Commander Gor, who continues to double as Chief of Security. [Avenger Status Report--SD10004.05]
2300 (June):
Commander Se’ele is recovered from Iskedraan. She is remanded to the care of Star Fleet Medical for extended rehabilitation.
[Personnel File--Se’ele]
2300 (August):
Commander Zachary Zulkowski leaves the Avenger abruptly, and under mysterious circumstances. The reason for his departure remains unknown to the vast majority of the crew. [Club Happenings]
2300 (October):
Lt. Commander Matthew Rielly is assigned as Chief of Engineer. [Avenger Status Report—SD10011.07]
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2301 (September):
Dr. Imhotep Arudis is transferred to the Avenger to aid in combatting an outbreak of Spontaneous Deltan Pheromone Syndrome. Following his successful containment of the disease, he remains on board Avenger, where he and Dr. Ann Marie Reilly resume their relationship from years earlier. [“Love in the Lab”]
2302 (January):
Commander Dalek Kagan resigns as Chief of Communications for personal reasons, and takes a three-month leave from Star Fleet.
[Avenger Status Report--SD10201.08]
Avenger Executive Officer Commander Keahi Uhma is promoted to captain and assigned to the command of the U.S.S. Ascendant. She
is succeeded by Commander Se’ele, who has recovered from her prior ordeals and has been approved for return to active duty. [“Scene
24”]
2302 (February):
Commander Se’ele is unable to continue as Executive Officer of the Avenger, and spends approximately a week in the Star Fleet
Behavioral and Psychological Services Center in San Francisco. Following this period, and a brief time in a step-down facility with friends,
she returns to the Avenger, but in a much less stessful role as a Medical Officer (Recreation). [“Iso”]
2302 (April):
Commander Judith Waidlich is assigned as Executive Officer of the Avenger. [Avenger Announcement--SD10204.23]
2302 (June):
Admiral Rosenzweig is transferred back to command of the 7th Fleet. He retains his position as a Fleet troubleshooter, but moves his
base of operations to Starbase 7. Shortly after his arrival at the starbase, a work bee loses control in the dock and smashes into the
bridge of SH 2264 Timocuan. Joining the incident investigation, Rosenzweig discovers that the work bee has an unexpected “passenger”,
an alien life-form of a type first seen aboard the NX-class starship Enterprise 151 years earlier. Making contact with the creature, the
investigation team learns how and why it got there, and Rosenzweig orders the ST 587 Albany to return the creature to its homeworld and
DD 4347 Sun Tzu to locate the civilian vessel that picked the creature up in the first place. [Club Happenings/”Back in the Saddle Again”]
Dr. Ann Marie Reilly and Dr. Imhotep Arudis are married in a ceremony by a stream on a planetary surface. [Skit at Avenger’s 17th
Anniversary Party]
2302 (September):
Captain Maldonado has Avenger’s Chief of Recreation, Lourdes Courtesan, start preparations for a reception for the deployment of
the 769th Marine Strike Group (“Avenging Angels”) aboard Avenger. [“Caramel Spice”)
2302 (October):
By order of Admiral Tolwyn, the 769th Marine Strike Group (Spec Ops) (“Avenging Angels”) is deployed aboard the Avenger under
the command of Marine Captain Enric’a Brugman. The Avenger picks up the Strike Group at Station Independence. [“War Crimes, A New
Beginning”]
2303 (April):
Lt. Commander D’HamYu T’HoD is assigned as Chief of Communications of the Avenger. [Avenger Status Report--SD10305.05]
The Command Staff is as follows:
Commanding Officer: Captain Carlos Maldonado, Jr.
Executive Officer: Commander Judith Waidlich
Second Officer: Commander Gor
Chief Science Officer: Lt. Commander Setak
Chief Medical Officer: Captain Ann Marie Reilly
Chief of Operations: Commander Lauren Milan
Chief Engineer: Commander Matthew Rielly
Chief of Communications: Lt. Commander D’HamYu T’HoD
Chief of Security: Commander Gor
[Avenger Personnel Roster--10304, Adjusted]
2303 (July):
Commander Lauren Milan is promoted to Captain and leaves the position of Chief of Operations, transferring to PA 1069 Archer as
Second Officer and Squadron Liaison. She is succeeded as Chief of Operations on the Avenger by Lt. Commander Huz'Yur S'H'I.
[Club
Happenings/”The Survey Begins”]
2303 (October):
The Avenger embarks on a survey of the planet UFC-18249 IV. [“The Survey Begins”]
2303 (December):
The Avenger is assigned support and monitoring duties for the recently-completed CA 3063 U.S.S. Hathor, which has begun a shakedown cruise under Captain Elsa Blair. Major Enric’a Brugman begins training for Operations duties. The Hathor will report regularly to Avenger, which will assess performance and file reports back to Star Fleet Command. [Club Happenings]
2304 (January):
Captain Carlos Maldonado, Jr. is transferred from command of the Avenger and reassigned as Base Operations Officer at Starbase
29, where Chaym n’Maldonado had previously been transferred with their children to continue her advanced holotechnology research. He
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is succeeded by Captain Judith Waidlich. [Club Happenings; Chaym’s Transfer at Heidi Maldonado’s Request]
The Klingon bird of prey Juk’Ma attempts to enter the area of Klingon space space known as Feklar’s Furnace, and is destroyed. The
Avenger responds to the Juk’Ma’s distress signal, and witnesses the ship’s destruction.
[“Shakedown of the U.S.S. Hathor”]
2304 (February):
Captain D’HamYu T’HoD is assigned as Executive Officer of the Avenger. He continues to double as Chief of Communications.
[Avenger Status Report--SD10403.01]
2304 (April):
Captain Dalek Kagan is reassigned to the position of Chief of Communications, freeing Captain T’HoD to focus exclusively on his duties
as Executive Officer. [Avenger Status Report—SD10405.04]
2304 (May):
Captain Gor resigns as Chief of Security, but continues as Second Officer. He is succeeded as Chief of Security by Lt. Commander
Gregg Bergeron. [Avenger Status Report--SD10405.04]
2304 (June):
Captain Ann Marie Reilly takes extended leave for personal reasons. Commander Imhotep Arudis serves as Acting Chief Medical
Officer. [Avenger Status Report--SD10406.03]
Admiral Rosenzweig leaves command of the 7th Fleet, and returns to his position as a Fleet troubleshooter and strategic deployment
specialist at Star Fleet HQ. [Club Happenings]
2304 (July):
CA 3063 Hathor completes its shakedown cruise and is commissioned. Avenger completes its duties as shakedown monitoring vessel,
and Lieutenant Susanne Smite and newly-promoted Major Enrique Brugman transfer to the Hathor. [Commissioning of Hathor Chapter at
Shore Leave 26/“Shakedown of the U.S.S. Hathor”]
2304 (August):
Lt. Commander Gregg Bergeron leaves the position of Chief of Security, transferring to DD 4024 Jaguar. [Club Happenings]
2304 (October):
Captain Ann Marie Reilly is promoted to Fleet Captain, and at the end of her leave, transfers to Starbase 7. Commander Arudis is
appointed as Chief Medical Officer of the Avenger (no longer acting). [Club Happenings]
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